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Abram Wilson inspires, connects and opens 
doors to the music industry so that young 
people from disadvantaged and diverse 
backgrounds have an equal chance to realise 
their creative potential. 

Our vision is for a music industry that genuinely reflects the best image of our 

society, so any young person is able to see it as a place for them and can 

participate in, and collectively contribute to, the next generation of talent.

Inspired by award-winning jazz musician Abram Wilson, we continue 

his legacy via our programmes of music education and artist career 

development. Through these: 

• We challenge inequality: promoting inclusivity and equity in music. 

• We pay it forward: sharing our knowledge, skills and networks with the 

next generation. 

• We work tirelessly: to encourage young people to find and use their 

creative voice. 

• We are champions: of untapped, undiscovered and unrealised talent. 
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For young people: 
Future Sound Live
Aspirational and accessible in-school music education workshops, 

performances and recording opportunities, pairing 11-18 year olds with 

relatable, emerging professional musicians: 

https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-live-programme/

Future Sound Digital
Creative, practical, accessible and free music education videos, packed with 

tips and inspiration from up-and-coming, relatable professional artists:

https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-digital/

Future Sound outcomes include:

1. Musical
• Improved aural and composition skills 

• Improved self-belief and confidence in their musical abilities and 

performing

• A greater understanding of the music/creative industries as a 

whole. 

2. Personal
• Improved mental health and wellbeing 

• Increased communication and teamwork 

• Increased resilience and self-confidence 

• Increased aspirations and broader horizons. 

3. Social
• More positive peer networks and relationships 

• Improved soft skills and increased employability.

Our programmes

https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-live-programme/
https://abramwilson.com/future-sound-digital/
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For professional musicians: 
Career Development Programme
Supporting emerging professional musicians from diverse and 

underrepresented groups with personalised career strategy, mentoring and 

coaching, to build sustainable portfolio careers: 

https://abramwilson.com/careerdevelopment 

Career Development Programme outcomes include:

1. Career and industry
• Increased understanding of how to develop and manage their 

careers 

• Increased confidence in their ability and careers 

• Access to more high-profile opportunities to perform and share 

their work 

• Industry recognition for their work 

• Increased professional networks.

2. Personal
• Improved mental health and wellbeing

• Strong peer networks

• Upskilling as music educators. 

https://abramwilson.com/careerdevelopment 
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Future Sound
We’ve found different ways to continue to ensure young people’s access to 

high quality music education this year, despite the challenges of a further 

lockdown and fluctuating Covid restrictions lasting well into July.  

We developed and launched two new series of Future Sound Digital content, 

which built on the success of our 2020 pilot series of online and accessible 

music education tutorials delivered by professional musicians.  The tutorials 

featured Oscar Jerome, Sans Soucis, Arji Manuelpillai, Plumm and Joe 

Downward and were made readily available on our Instagram and YouTube 

channels, plus our website. The sessions explored topics including: writing 

music using BandLab; creative production; improvising with your voice and 

developing your sound. The first of the two series was initially released for 

Mossbourne Community Academy students in June 2021 and then later 

released publicly between August and September 2021. 

We consulted with our long-standing school partner Mossbourne Community 

Academy (MCA) in Hackney and piloted a ‘blended’ Future Sound 

programme for 28 students. Musician Oscar Jerome delivered the sessions, 

this time focusing on individual songwriting. This mini project consisted of two 

online workshops over the Summer term and was followed by face-to-face 

sessions in September, once all restrictions were lifted.

We were finally able to return with our face-to-face Future Sound Live 

programme for 11-18 year olds, from September - November 2021, working 

with 20 MCA students.  It was led and delivered by Jas Kayser and Chums, in 

partnership with Premises Studios and Church of Sound, both in Hackney.

What we did in 2021:
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What we did in 2021: 
Career Development 
Programme
We also continued to support 16 up-and-coming musicians through our 

Career Development Programme, providing regular strategy and coaching 

sessions with our founder, CEO and certified RD1st coach, Jennie Cashman 

Wilson, and Chair of Trustees, Fred Bolza (former VP of Strategy at Sony Music 

and founder of record label New Soil). 

The artists had the opportunity to connect with industry professionals and 

learn from a series of masterclasses on various aspects of working in the 

industry. Experts included world-class musician, composer, producer and 

AW patron Nitin Sawhney; Ivor Novello Songwriter Of The Year 2021/Grammy 

Nominee songwriter Jamie Hartman; and Spitfire Audio founder Christian 

Henson.  

Eight of the mentees also took part in an exciting collaboration with Spitfire 

Audio’s in-house production team, to develop a collection of software 

instruments called ‘Astral Forms.’ This will become a release in Spitfire’s LABS 

series - providing sounds as a free plugin for composers anywhere in the 

world to use, part of Spitfire’s commitment to being a pioneer in audio equity. 

Plus, some of the mentees also participated as workshop leaders in our music 

education programmes, which provided them with paid opportunities as well 

as enriching their skills as educators.
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The artists supported through our Career Development programme are: 

• Women in Jazz (Lou Paley and Nina Fine), who joined the programme 

in October 2019; 

• Naima Adams; David Austin Grey; Joe Downard; Amy Gadiaga; 

Emma Johnson; Daniel Kemshell; Plumm; Sans Soucis; Emma Smith 

and Shereece Storrod, who started the programme in November 2020;

• In addition, four more artists were supported across 2021 through a 

partnership with Help Musicians UK (and their Peter Whittingham Jazz 

Award): Alex Bone, Lara Jones, Shirley Tetteh and Verushka.   

With the arts and cultural sectors continuing to be hit particularly hard by 

the effects of the pandemic, artists have faced tough challenges with their 

mental health and financial stability.  

So, to help our Career Development Programme musicians succeed, we 

extended our support for the 2020/2021 cohort for at least another six months, 

into May 2022. This longer programme means that those that need additional 

support receive it, and are more likely to go on and achieve their goals.
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Impact &
outcomes 
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Future Sound Live

100% 45%
55%

Black, Asian & 
Minority Ethnic

Pupil Premium

Non Pupil Premium

E T H N I C I T Y P U P I L  P R E M I U M

In numbers

• To launch the project, workshop leaders Jas Kayser and Chums put 

on a live performance open to everyone at Mossbourne Community 

Academy. 

• The band delivered seven face-to-face sessions with 20 students and 

they also spent a recording day at Premises Studios. 

• Together, students and musicians created and learned eight new 

pieces of music: three of the band’s own compositions and another 

five composed by the young people. 

• All eight songs were performed live at Church of Sound to an 

audience of approximately 200 friends, family and local community 

members. 

Breakdown of Future Sound Live participants 

45%
55%

S P E C I A L  E D U C A T I O N 
N E E D S  ( S E N D )

SEND

Non SEND
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Project evaluations

What was the impact on young people? 

The self-assessments completed by all participants found that:

• 98% improved their performance in front of people, confidence in 

music and playing music by ear.

• 97% improved playing as part of a group, 92% reported improved 

composition skills and 93% improved their creativity. 

• 88% of students improved their communication and teamwork skills.

• 87% of students said they were more confident as a result of the 

project and 79% said they now felt more positive about life as a result 

of the programme.

• 88% of students said the project influenced their decision to continue 

playing music.

• 80% said the programme influenced their likelihood to consider a 

career in the music industry and 73% said they now know more about 

music as a career.
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“My final takeaway from this is that there’s potential 
in everybody in life. And no matter where you’re at 

when you’re 15 or 16,  there’s potential in you. If you’re 
dedicated enough and if you’re motivated enough, 

then you’ll be able to do what you want to do. It’s been 
really amazing to be able to be a part of that.” 

Jas Kayser, 
Drummer, composer and workshop leader
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“Before Future Sound I didn’t have confidence in 
performing on my own or in an ensemble with other 

people but now I have managed to gain confidence in 
myself and realise that mistakes can be made but you 

can only learn from it.”

Future Sound Live 
Participant
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Life Story: Meet Alex
Future Sound 2021 was Alex’s second time participating in 
the project. He is often getting into trouble at school and can 
lean towards being a bit uninterested in his schoolwork and 
extracurricular activities. 

He was however very keen to participate in Future Sound, 
specifically seeking out the Head of Music at Mossbourne 
Community Academy to see if he could join again this past 
year. 

During the first few rehearsals, Alex seemed quite 
uncooperative and one of the workshop leaders was worried 
that they weren’t getting through or had offended him in 
some way. But on the day out at Premises Studios, by which 
point he knew everyone really well and felt much more 
comfortable playing with the group, he really came out of his 
shell and had a massive grin on his face all day (or at least 
until he saw the camera filming him!). 

At the end of the day he made a point to come up to each of 
the workshop leaders and thank them for a great day and to 
express how much he enjoyed himself. 

Alex also currently studies GCSE Music and his teachers have 
seen a massive improvement over the past two years in 
his confidence and willingness to contribute to discussions 
and rehearsals. They say he is like a different person in their 
department!
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““
What was the impact on workshop leaders?

86% of workshop leaders said their confidence had improved as a result of 

the project, in particular in leading workshops and activities, adapting ideas to 

fit a group and managing behaviour in a room.

“Future Sound has personally boosted my own confidence in 
regards to working with young people.”

“Delivering workshops like this was a fairly new experience for 
me but thanks to the rest of the band it felt very natural and a 
great way into the music education world.” 
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Future Sound Digital
In numbers

We released two new series of music tutorials in 2021 aimed at 11-18 year olds. 

• Series Two was released in Summer 2021 and consisted of 10 tutorials, 

each lasting around five minutes. The series covered free music-

creation platform BandLab tutorials by Oscar Jerome, Sans Soucis 

discussing the creative process of making music, and Arji Manuelpilla 

covering writing lyrics. 

• Series Three was released in October 2021 and consisted of six 

tutorials, each lasting around five minutes. The series covered voice 

improvisation by Plumm and how to create your own sound by Joe 

Downard. 

• Both Plumm and Joe also led live webinars  for a total of 5 hours and 

45 minutes of content covering similar topics to their short tutorials. 

In total, we created and released more than 300 minutes of new Future 

Sound Digital content in 2021,  receiving more than 19,500 views.

All Future Sound Digital content can be found on our YouTube Channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/c/AbramWilsonCharity/videos 

https://www.youtube.com/c/AbramWilsonCharity/videos 
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Future Sound ‘Blended’
This new pilot project combined our Future Sound ‘Live’ and ‘Digital’ 
projects, offering Mossbourne Community Academy students new 
and different ways to expand their knowledge and understanding of 
music and composition.

In numbers

• Musician Oscar Jerome delivered two online sessions in June 2021. 

This introduced 28 pupils to how Oscar creates music using BandLab. 

• Oscar then held four face-to-face sessions during September 2021 

with a smaller group of five students, focusing on their own individual 

compositions.

Project evaluation

The self-assessments completed by all participants found that:

• 100% improved their music and songwriting skills and 80% improved 

their ability to play music by ear.

• 80% said they had improved their communication and creative skills 

and 60% reported feeling more confident overall.

• 80% of students said the project had influenced their decision to 

continue studying music, with 60% sharing it had influenced their 

decision to take music at A-Level and to consider a career in music.
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Career Development 
Programme
In numbers

• During 2021, we supported 16 individuals, providing 129 sessions, totalling 

153 hours of coaching, mentoring and strategy sessions. 

• Mentees participated in 12 masterclass sessions led by industry 

experts such as Spitfire Audio, Clintons law firm and Big Star Business 

Management. 

Project evaluation

Assessments of the project so far show that: 

• All musicians said the programme helped them to manage and 

develop their career, with 69% stating it helped their career to a great 

extent.

• 100% said the programme had helped them gain more confidence to 

manage and develop their career.

• 93% felt the programme had supported them to negotiate a deal that 

was favourable to them.

• 87% said the programme had helped them to improve their brand and 

engage a wider audience; and 80% that the support had helped build 

their online presence. 
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“

““I wouldn’t be where I am today without them, both personally 
and in business. In moments of doubt, they have been really 
supportive. It’s not often you meet people in business like that 
who are committed to you and your development.”

 Lou Paley, Women in Jazz

“The whole team at AW made me feel like my work was 
valuable and that my contribution as an artist could help 
other aspiring musicians too.”
 Sans Soucis
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you
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Thank you to all of the amazing people 
and organisations for your generous 
support in 2021. 

Please see a full list of all of the individuals and funders who have 

supported Abram Wilson in 2021 on our website: 

https://abramwilson.com/thank-you/

https://abramwilson.com/thank-you/
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www.abramwilson.com
© Abram Wilson. Registered in England as a charity (No.1158781)


